Invitation to X Congress of Russian Foundrymen and Exhibition "Lityo-2011"
September 12 – 16, 2011, Kazan, Russia

Russian Association of Foundrymen, Government of Republic of Tatarstan, Tatar regional branch of RAF, JSC "Kazan Motor Production Corporation" with support of Ministry of Industry and Trade of Russian Federation will organize in city Kazan on September 12 – 16, 2011 the X Congress of Russian Foundrymen and International Exhibition "Lityo-2011". Congress and Exhibition will take place in GTRK "KORSTON", Ershova str. 1a, 420066 Kazan.

The Congress program considers several sessions with reports and speeches from leading foundry specialists and scientists from Russia and other countries. Also will be discussed different concepts for reconstruction of foundries using modern technological processes, materials and equipment, will be organized business meetings and round tables for exchange of experience and visits to foundries in the area of Kazan.

We'll publish also all the reports and other Congress materials. Materials for publication should be presented by e-mail and on paper; volume should not exceed 6 pages of text and 3 pictures. The text should be done in MS Word with "Times New Roman" font. Tables and pictures should be sent on separate pages.

All the materials for publication and enquires for participation in the Congress and exhibition «Lityo-2011» please send before March 1, 2011 to Russian Association of Foundrymen: Presnensky val, 14, 123557 Moscow by fax: +7 499 253-50-91 and +7 499 253-71-95 or by e-mail: foundryral@mail.ru

Registration fee for the participation is 250.00 Euro per person including VAT. Registration fee includes: Congress materials, internal transport and cultural program.
Price for 1 sq.m. of exhibition area with standard equipment – 180.00 Euro including VAT. Standard equipment includes: carpet floor covering, walls, name of the company on top, and also for each 6 sq.m.: 1 table, 2 chairs, 1 wall coat rack, waste-basket, information in the catalogue. Additional equipment can be ordered separately. Minimum area for rent is 6 sq.m.

Payment for the participation shall be done within May 1, 2011 to: Russian Association of Foundrymen, Account 40703978838170200235, SBERBANK (HEAD OFFICE – ALL BRANCHES AND OFFICES IN RUSSIA), MOSCOW, RUSSIA. S.W.I.F.T.: SABRRUMM. Bank korrespondent: S.W.I.F.T.: DEUTDEFF DEUTSCHE BANK AG, FRANKFURT AV VAIN

The Organizing Committee invites you to take part in the X Congress of Russian Foundrymen and International Exhibition "Lityo-2011", where will be presented modern equipment, instruments, technologies and materials for foundry.

Best regards,
Russian Association of Foundrymen

Dibrov I.A.
President, Professor
X Congress of Russian Foundrymen
Exhibition "LITYO-2011"
September 12 – 16, 2011, Kazan, Russia

PARTICIPATION REQUEST

Company:____________________________________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________

Telephone:____________________________ E-mail:________________________________

We, undersign, would like to participate in X Congress of Russian Foundrymen and Exhibition "LITYO-2011" on conditions mentioned in the Invitation Letter. We would like to order the following services and guarantee the payment for:

Registration fee for _____ persons :_______ x EUR 250 = EUR _________

Exhibition area _____ sq.m :_______ x EUR 180 = EUR _________

Report(s) (15 minutes) :_______ x EUR 100 = EUR _________

TOTAL: EUR _________

Date: ___________________ Signature, stamp _______________

P.S. : With this request we kindly ask you to provide us with the information about your company to be included in Official Catalogue (30 words maximum) and the company name as you wish it to be on your booth's frieze.